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“Household care product packaging can do much more
than just hold and dispense the product. Innovative

packaging features can become an important part of the
usage experience and a way for brands to set themselves

apart.”
John Owen, Senior Household Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Packaging features as brand differentiators
• Concentrating on concentrates
• Is the time right for refilling stations?

In highly competitive, mature categories such as home laundry products, household surface cleaners,
and dishwashing products, where sales increases must come at the expense of a competitor, packaging
is as important as the product itself as a means of delivering value to consumers. Household care
product packaging can do much more than just hold and dispense the product. Innovative packaging
features can become an important part of the usage experience and a way for brands to set themselves
apart.
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Figure 22: Interest in new features and benefits, October 2014

Young adults more likely to pay more for added-value packaging features
Figure 23: Interest in new features and benefits – Interested in and would pay more for, by gender and age, October 2014
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Information concerning effectiveness and usage draws greatest attention

Older adults more likely to read labels

Sustainability information appeals to a more limited audience
Figure 24: Labeling communication priorities, by gender and age, October 2014

Key points

For many, a bigger package means better value

Education needed for more concentrated products

Refill stations hold potential – If they offer a better value
Figure 25: Attitudes toward household care products, by gender and age, October 2014

Blacks, Hispanics place importance on a variety of packaging attributes
Figure 26: Attribute importance – Very important, by race/Hispanic origin, October 2014

Product and Packaging Attribute Importance

Interest in New Packaging Features and Benefits

Labeling Communication Priorities

Attitudes Toward Household Care Products

Race and Hispanic Origin
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Hispanics show interest in value-oriented features
Figure 27: Interest in new features and benefits – Interested in and would pay more for, by race/Hispanic origin, October 2014
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Figure 28: Labeling communication priorities, by race/Hispanic origin, October 2014

Figure 29: Target clusters, October 2014
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Cluster demographic tables
Figure 37: Target clusters, by demographics, October 2014

Cluster methodology

Age and household size

Household size drives engagement, especially among young adults
Figure 38: Attribute importance – Very important, by age and household size, October 2014

Household Care Cluster Analysis

Custom Consumer Groups
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18-34s in 3+ households especially interested in added-value features
Figure 39: Interest in new features and benefits – Interested in and would pay more for, by age and household size, October 2014

Safety information a higher priority in larger households
Figure 40: Labeling communication priorities, by age and household size, October 2014

Household care product purchasing responsibility
Figure 41: Household care purchasing responsibility, by gender and age, October 2014

Figure 42: Household care purchasing responsibility, by household income, October 2014

Figure 43: Household care purchasing responsibility, by household size, October 2014

Figure 44: Household care purchasing responsibility, by race/Hispanic origin, October 2014

Figure 45: Attribute importance – Very important, by household income, October 2014

Figure 46: Attribute importance – Very important, by gender and age, October 2014

Figure 47: Labeling communication priorities, by household income, October 2014

Figure 48: Labeling communication priorities, by household size, October 2014

Figure 49: Interest in new features and benefits – Interested in and would pay more for, by household income, October 2014

Figure 50: Interest in new features and benefits – Interested in and would pay more for, by household size, October 2014

Figure 51: Attitudes toward household care products, by household size, October 2014

Figure 52: Attitudes toward household care products, by race/Hispanic origin, October 2014

Attitudes toward household care, any agree
Figure 53: Attitudes toward household care, any agree, by gender and age, October 2014

Figure 54: Attitudes toward household care, any agree, by household income, October 2014

Figure 55: Attitudes toward household care, any agree, by household size, October 2014

Attitudes toward household care, agree strongly
Figure 56: Attitudes toward household care, agree strongly, by gender and age, October 2014

Figure 57: Attitudes toward household care, agree strongly, by household income, October 2014

Appendix – Other Useful Consumer Tables

Appendix – Trade Associations
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